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Caldes CM3a: Data Feeds v1.18 
 
Caldes can produce data feeds to supply property portals and websites with your up-to-date property 
information automatically.  The main advantage of this is that you only have to enter the information into 
one system and Caldes will then send that information onto as many other sites as you require.   
 
Portals and formats that we can send data feeds to include: 
 

 EG Property Link (EGPL) 

 Rightmove 

 Prime Location 

 Property Finder (now known as Zoopla) 

 Find A Property 

 Property Live 

 Think Property (also known as Zoopla) 

 Globrix 

 The London Office 

 ZoomF 

 Homes24 

 Mayfair office 

 The Property Bank 

 UK Business Property 

 Your website (ContourXML) 

 
Most other portals can also be accommodated, as they tend to use the same specifications for their data 
feeds.  Sending a feed involves a charge depending upon the quantity of feeds that we set up and send 
for you. 
 
There is a delay between changing the status of a property and it reaching the third party.  This is 
something that Caldes do not have full control over as it is dependent upon 3 things.  1. When you made 
the change.  2.  When the feed goes out.  3. When the third party imports the data (often overnight.)  
Therefore PLEASE wait at least 24 hours before asking Caldes to check why a property is not showing. 
 
Caldes can also create a bespoke XML feed for you, known as ContourXML, which is used for feeding 
your data to your own website. 
 

How it works – Feed Queue 
 
Our servers generate each feed in turn, pulling the latest data from each of our clients’ databases, one at 
a time.  Then depending on which specification is used, we may then retrieve all new images and 
brochures uploaded since the last feed was sent.  These images and brochures are sent along with the 
data file via FTP to a location defined by the user. 
 
Because each feed is sent in turn from a central queue, we cannot guarantee what time a feed may be 
sent as several factors can affect this, such as the number of new images and brochures required to be 
sent for each feed as well as other factors such as slow connections when sending by FTP. 
 
Most feeds are sent once per day, usually after 7pm and before 3am.   This is because these sites tend 
to only update nightly from data feeds, due to the sheer number they receive and so it would impractical 
for them to process them the instant they arrive. 
 
Feeds can be sent more often, but Caldes charge a monthly fee for each extra feed sent each day.  This 
is because it is impossible to resource all feeds, for all clients, all the time.  Please contact us for prices. 
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Technical FAQ’s 
 
1. Q. How do I check if a feed has been setup / how do I set a feed up? 

 
1.1. Only Caldes staff can do this. 
1.2. Log in to the feeds system, and search for the feed. 

 
2. How do I check if a property has gone in a feed correctly to a portal? (For website see below) 

 
2.1. From Enterprise, find the property 
2.2. From the checklist, click on comparables 
2.3. Click on the feed direct link.  This should fire up the portal and the correct search.  Adjust the 

search if necessary, e.g. change the distance filter to a small distance from the post code and re-
search. 

2.4.  If the property is found, view the full details.  If it is from Caldes then the details should match up 
with those in Caldes.  E.g. Properties on EGPL will show ‘From caldes in the text at the bottom.’ 

2.5. If the property is not found: 
2.5.1. Was the property added / updated less than 24 hours ago? Check the job or image dates 

for the property.  If less than 24 hours then please wait at least 24 hours. 
2.5.2. Does it have a post code? 
2.5.3. Is the feed set up? (This needs to be checked on the .34 or .40 server manually.) 
2.5.4. Does the job have a valid executive in a valid workgroup.   If the executive is not user (as 

can be the case in Express, or if the executive has been archived etc, then the property will 
not feed.) 
 

3. How do I check if a property has gone in a feed correctly to a client’s website? 
 
Note some client websites are driven by Iframes, not feeds. 
3.1. From Enterprise, find the property.  Check it has a property type, a post code, an executive 

(under contacts) and Ebrochure information. 
3.2. Now check their website by whatever means. 

3.2.1. Does the search look like one of our iFrame plug ins? 
3.2.1.1. If No, see the section on ‘Specific feed types’  
3.2.1.2. Yes, then go to options and 100.3, step 6 (Property listings setup) 
3.2.1.3. Find Options 100.7.36 
3.2.1.4. Find the search (The search should be named clearly within the list. 
3.2.1.5. Check that the property types that they are using in the system are also mapped on 

the website.  (For Express users you need to add only the property types that they use.  
Check for any other missing property types at the same time.) 

3.2.1.6. Remember to update the link when done, to save it. 
3.3. Compare them and then do the following checks: 

3.3.1. Does the information match? 
3.3.2. Was the property added / updated less than 24 hours ago? Check the job or image dates 

for the property.  If less than 24 hours then please wait at least 24 hours. 
3.3.3. Does it have a post code? 
3.3.4. Is the feed set up? (See point above.) 
3.3.5. Does the job have a valid executive in a valid workgroup.   If the executive is not user (as 

can be the case in Express, or if the executive has been archived etc, then the property will 
not feed.) 
 

 
4. Q. How do I resend individual properties including images? 

 
4.1. Express: Go to the property in Express -> Click Edit -> Make sure the status is an On market 

status -> Click Save.  The property will be updated on the next run.  This will NOT force through 
any old images.  To force through images on a single property, download the images, delete the 
old images and upload them again as a different name.  If you want to resend all images again, 
see the relevant FAQ below. 
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4.2. Enterprise:  
 
4.2.1. Non EGPL feeds: Go to the property -> Click images -> Click Audit History -> Click the link 

now showing.  This will also force through all images for that property, old or new. 
4.2.2. EGPL feeds: Go to Options 104.19 and select one or more properties to resend, then click 

the Re-send button. 
 

5. Troubleshooting specific feed types 
 
5.1. Rightmove 

5.1.1. If Rightmove feeds are sending, but some properties not going through for some users 
only, check Options 104.4 Rightmove column has a code in it for the users workgroup.  
Without this unique code it will not send any properties for that workgroup. This number is 
usually obtained from Rightmove.  It can however be anything, including letters, if it is not 
actually going to Rightmove. Do not change this if it is already set, unless you are completely 
sure.  You can add this to all workgroups that you are happy should send in this format, but 
note the next point too. 

5.1.2. Job status.  Options 104.9 allows you to define if a specific status will be included in a 
Rightmove feed.  So for instance you could have a status called ‘Available and RM’ and set 
the Rightmove column to ‘Avail’ and also tick Match, Web and Export boxes. Then properties 
will only go to Rightmove if this status is selected.  See Goadsby for an example.
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6. Q. How do I resend all properties? 

 
6.1. Note that images will only be resent for EGi and ContourXML using this method.  All other feeds 

will not resend images already sent using this method (although new images will be sent that 
have not yet been sent.)  See next FAQ if you need to resend all images. 

6.2. Must be done in Enterprise (So express users must ask Caldes to do this.) 
6.3. EGPL feed: If not many properties, just tick them in Options 104.19. 
6.4. Otherwise, go to Options 104.13 

6.4.1. Brochure Fields 
6.4.2. Select the correct Export type (Note some bespoke websites use Rightmove format, not 

ContourXML) 
6.4.3. Tick the Truncate Tables on Save option and then save, leaving everything else the same. 

Wait for the feed to run.  Images will be resent although it may take a few attempts. 
 

6.5. To double check all is OK, Caldes can check the Export logs table on the .34 server.  If you need 
to force the feed through early, open the ScheduleExclusions table and set the dayofweek to -1 
for this configID.  Check any images file in particular and check that it includes images for 
relevant properties.  The bigger the file size the more images it contains and the longer it will take 
to process. 

 
7. Q. How do I resend all properties and force through all images? 

 
7.1. Note that EGi and ContourXML will always resend images if reset using the above method.  For 

all other feeds you need to do this. 
7.2. Must be done by Caldes.   
7.3. Go to .34 server 
7.4. Open SQL Server and log in as Windows Authentication 
7.5. Open the ContourExport Db config table 
7.6. Find the feed and note the configID 
7.7. Open the Schedule table 
7.8. Change the Last Run date to 01/01/1900 00:00:00 
7.9. Change the Next Run date to 01/01/1900 00:00:00 
7.10. Log in to Enterprise version 
7.11. Options 104.13 
7.12. Brochure Fields 
7.13. Select the correct Export type (Note some bespoke websites use Rightmove format, not 

ContourXML) 
7.14. Tick the Truncate Tables on Save option and then save, leaving everything else the same 
7.15. Wait for the feed to run.  Images will be resent although it may take a few attempts. 

 
7.16. To double check all is OK, Caldes can check the Export logs table on the .34 server.  If 

you need to force the feed through early, open the ScheduleExclusions table and set the 
dayofweek to -1 for this configID.  Check any images file in particular and check that it includes 
images for relevant properties.  The bigger the file size the more images it contains and the 
longer it will take to process. 

 
8. Can I put let / sold properties on websites and portals? 

 
8.1. Yes if we host your website.  To do this you will add a status called ‘Let but on web’ or similar. 
8.2. EGPL will not accept Let or Sold properties. 
8.3. Most portals will not accept Let or Sold properties. 

 
 


